Hello,
Below are links on cutting the mats.
https://fujimats.com/blogs/resources/cutting-fuji-mats-for-a-column-or-pole-1
Since you have one of our custom column pads, make sure this is already installed so the 1.5” bottom
mounting lip is to the floor. Cut to fit as tight as possible and the cut edge will fit underneath the
column padding to protect the cut edge.
Below is a link to a video on cutting the mats. The cut edge should only go around a column or against
the wall. Definitely a good idea to put wood trim along the top edge of the mats to protect the cut
edge.
https://fujimats.com/blogs/resources/how-to-cut-your-fuji-mats-1
There is also a way to cut and wrap the edge of the cut side. This is not an easy process and takes a lot
of time but it does help protect the cut edge a little better.
https://fujimats.com/blogs/resources/edge-wrapping-a-fuji-mat
Hope this helps. Let me know if you have any other questions.

Congratulations on your new FUJI Mats!! You’ve got something great going, here are some tips on
getting them installed perfectly!
Mat Size: 1 x 2 meter (half mats: 1 x 1 meter)
1 m = 39.4” [appx 3’3”]
2 m = 78.8” [ appx 6’6”]
Chances are your room isn’t square, so you may want to make adjustments at cut locations or add shims
beneath your trim work or wall pads.
Choose your favorite Pattern, there’s no wrong choice!
Brick Pattern:

Pinwheel Pattern:

Subway Tile Pattern:

1. Clean your space so it’s dust free. Vacuum, wet-mop, and let dry.
2. Start in your most visible corner, lay mats snugly together and work your way out.
a. Tip: use a finished edge at the doorway / main entrance to your space.
3. Make your cuts last, as needed.
Cuts:
a. Measure the space to fill for each mat, one at a time. Take a measurement on each end
of the space to fill, it’s likely going to be a slight angle cut.
A. Mark your cut on the mat with a pencil, add 1/8” to ¼” to the measurements to add
some pressure to the layout.
B. Cut using a large extendable knife and a straight edge. Make the first pass lightly to
score a line. Use several light passes to cut through the mat. Bury the cut edge against
the wall and the finished edge against the adjacent mats.
For rewrapping mats for a re-finished cut edge, see Wrapping Cut Edges Instructions on our website.
Retighten if needed, then secure in place with a framing kit or double sided tape on the perimeter row.
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Snugly fit your FUJI Mats to your training area. Eliminate all gaps before measuring to cut the final mats
to pressure-fit to your space.
Note: Wrapping the edges is not typically necessary where the exposed edge butts into a wall pad or wall
and is hidden from view and sweat/moisture. In cases where a surface cut or error is exposed, re-seal
the surface with a dab of VLP or similar.
Mark the edge to be cut, ~4 inches longer than
desired final length.
This will be Cut #1. It is only necessary to cut
through the mat’s vinyl surface.
Use a straight-edge or a T-Square to make Cut #1
with a utility knife.

[Note: you can also use a skill saw, table saw, or a
jigsaw to make this cut. A extendable utility knife
works great though!]

be cut off your mat.

be cut off your mat.

Next, mark the edges on the side of the mat with a pencil, 4 inches from your initial surface cut [Cut #1].
This mark is made exactly where you would like the new finished edge.

From the pencil mark, cut the side of the mat cut
vertically towards the bottom. Depth isn’t important,
but get through the vinyl at least.

Cut from Cut #1 to the vertical cut you just made.
This should be just a fraction of an inch down from
the surface.

be cut off your mat.
Pull back the vinly from the foam.
You’ll tear the vinyl from the foam from Cut #1 to
the vertical cut. Keep this piece intact, and do not
go too far with it. This is your re-wrap material.

be cut off your mat.
be cut off your mat.

Continue along the entire cut. Only pull back to
where you need the end to be.
Have a friend hold back the flap (or tape it back)
while you cut through the foam to remove the
unwanted length.
*Cut From the top so as to not puncture the vinyl
surface.

Fold the excess over a table edge / 2x4 to help
complete the cut.
Remove the excess and flip the mat over, face
down.

be cut off your mat.
Use a foam/vinyl adhesive. [3M Super 77 can be
found at Home Depot, Menards, etc] follow the
instrutions on the can. Spray both the flap and the
bottom will meet. Allow t o get tacky.

Press firmly and let the bond set and dry.

be cut
off your
mat.
You’re
ready
to put
the FUJI mat into place!
Train Hard!

be cut off your mat.

